
Support for Mifare RFID encoders added to CardFocus 
Photo ID and Visitor Management 

 
CardFocus Version 9.0 introduces encoding for Mifare Contactless Smart Cards 

 

 
 
August 3, 2007 – Sabadille Systems today announced the availability of version 

9.0 of its acclaimed CardFocus Photo ID and Visitor Management software to 

include support for Mifare contactless smart card encoding. This gives 

CardFocus users the power to encode embedded Mifare RFID chips when 

printing identity cards. 

 



The Mifare encoding functionality in CardFocus enables card issuers to define 

the contents of the card memory and/or to retrieve and store the serial number of 

the Mifare Classic 1KB cards.  The initial encoders supported include the ACG 

series for the Evolis Dualys printer, and the GemProx C2 for the Fargo DTC400, 

Fargo DTC550 and Fargo HDP600 printers. 

 

Additionally, CardFocus supports the standalone ACR120 Mifare encoding 

device, enabling customers to encode cards without the need for an ID card 

printer. Typical usage of standalone encoding is the frequent reprogramming of 

cards, such as in visitor management and hotel systems. 

 

"Our goal is to continually develop the CardFocus Photo ID suite in line with the 

latest developments in technology," said John Slattery, managing director of 

Sabadille Systems. "The addition of Mifare functionality demonstrates our 

commitment to continuous investment in our product line and further enhances 

our expanding set of product and solution choices to meet our customer needs." 

 

The CardFocus family of products, produced by Sabadille Systems, offers a 

comprehensive range of photo identity and visitor management software 

solutions that are powerful, yet simple to learn and loaded with useful features. 

While providing excellent value in software, CardFocus is so flexible that it 

improves the issuance and management of advanced photo identity cards for 

virtually any size and kind of organization. 

 

About Sabadille Systems 
Sabadille Systems is a leading company in the production of software products 

for the plastic card issuance and identity management solutions market. 

Originally founded to provide consultancy and business development expertise, 

the company quickly embarked on product development for an increasingly 

security-conscious world.  
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